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Praises and thanks are to the God who is The Sufficient for a person who seeks His help. 

And, He guides the one who asks to be guided. And peace be upon Muhammad and His 

Ahlul-Bait and curses be upon their enemies. 

 

Virtuous  

I advise myself and you to be virtuous and prepare for death and gaining what we need for 

after death. According to Quran certainly  we face {the Day whereon neither wealth 

nor sons will avail*But only he (will prosper) that brings to Allah a sound 

heart. 26\88, 89} prophet was asked  about sound heart and he(P.B.U.H) answered:  

belief without doubt and action without hypocrisy. We seek god to help us in this. Our 

Lord! Grant us what Thou didst promise unto us through Thine apostles, and save us from shame on the 

Day of Judgment: For Thou never breakest Thy promise. 

Ideal students  

We are speaking about the ideal students in the last week and we point out five of them. 

Today we will speak briefly about three other aspects. 

The fourth one is respecting to masters. It’s narrated that prophet said: whoever welcomed 

scholars welcomed me and those who meet them is like that they meet me and those sit 

with them is like that they sit with me and whoever sit with me is like that he sit with god. 

Also it is good example that Imam Khomeini god use to say about his teacher Ayatollah 

Shahabadi: my soul sacrifices for him.  

The fifth one is accompany knowledge with morals. Prophet(P.B.U.H) said: Allah did not 

give knowledge that increase love of this world to his servant unless God  banish him and 

increase his angriness at him. It’s important to know that all the eulogy that we said is 

about who has knowledge and morals together. 

sixth one is get help from writing and do not trust just on memory. 

seventh is difrenciate between knowledge and habits and cultural issues and superstitions. 

We have speak about that we can learn knowledgs from pagant or nonebelivers but ideal 

students are so care that he does not take their culture and their social analyze. 

And the last one is when he learnt he will disperse it.  

Coming days   



Now days Muslims are preparing for performing Hajj. As you know it is one of the greatest 

Islamic religious actions. It has lots of different good massage and secrets.  

One of these dimensions is the spiritual dimension. When Hajjies wear the special cloth of 

Ehram and say Labbaik they should realize that there is no difference between us with 

these worldly prestige and titles and everyone who will be in the Arafat will understand  

that there is no difference between people. The just majesty is Taqwa. In front of Kaabe 

they will remember Abraham and his try and his best Jihad against cruel and break idols 

and even he lives his family in the desert. As Holy Quran said: there is good symbols in 

Abraham character. 

In the Arafat we will see all Muslims asking God and they have nothing just their shroud  

The other point is the political point. It is the universal annual gathering of Muslims that 

have good news for Muslims and bad news for their enemy.  

The good news to every Muslims is that he is not alone in this world and he is part of big 

powerful community. The bad news to enemies is that Muslims have very strong unity that 

can made such big community and they have unity by unique God, unique Quble and it is 

Kabaa, unique book and it is Quran and unique religion. So, all Muslims should hold the 

rope of Allah and keep their brotherhood. 

Hajj is a golden opportunity for demonstrate and power up Muslims. 

We ask god to help Hajjis for understanding these secrets and make benefits of this action 

that is obligated for us and we ask god to give us share of this great action. 

All the speech translation will be available in the:  

www.3rdimam.com 


